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sinCe tHe u.s. mint suspended its presidentiAl dollAr
coinage in late 2011, we are not likely to find nixon dollars in circulation
anytime soon. While we endure the long wait until 2016 to see if they appear,
some consolation can be found by looking back at an earlier piece of com-

mon political ephemera, nixon’s “frozen dollar” of 1971.
nineteen seventy-one was a momentous year for America’s currency.

inflation was rising, and the country was experiencing growing budget and balance
of payments deficits. responding to increasing international demands for gold

redemption of overseas u.s. dollar balances, president richard
nixon on August 15, 1971, suspended free convertibility of the dol-
lar into gold. in addition to “closing the gold window,” nixon also
imposed temporary wage and price freezes, as well as a 10% sur-
charge on imports. popular with domestic audiences, the “nixon
shock” created turmoil in the international monetary system and
led to the end of the Bretton Woods arrangement by 1973.

At least one person saw a novel profit angle in these events.
Harley schwartz, a detroit entrepreneur, had already tried his hand
at managing a nightclub in pontiac and by the age of 20 had found-
ed a company to make side-mounted tail pipes for race cars. freshly
divorced at 24 and now head of the Great American dream Corp.,
schwartz branched out into the currency business in a way that soon
ran afoul of the secret service.

starting in september 1971, schwartz and the Great
American dream Corp. sold spoof “frozen dollar” bills from the

“inflated states of America” with a portrait of nixon, labeled “daddy sorebucks,”
flashing with one hand his signature peace gesture, the other hand with fingers
crossed. About one-third larger than actual currency, the “frozen dollar” motif
alluded to the administration’s attempts to hold down price increases. like other
examples of satirical currency, this one was larded front and back with verbal and
visual puns, some pertinent, others a bit off mark (martha mitchell was really one of
the administration’s victims, and if John Connally was no timothy Geithner, at least
he wasn’t a crook).

it’s unclear if schwartz himself designed the bills, but the sheer number of
allusions suggests a designer conversant with the politics and personalities of the
early 1970s. one of schwartz’s customers was the michigan democratic party,
which bought 250,000 of them for 35 cents per hundred and then handed them out
to supporters in exchange for campaign contributions of the real sort. the Great
American dream Corp. was actually just at the end of the supply chain. the bills
had been printed by a press in Kalamazoo, and the packaging handled by new
Horizons, an oakland County agency that provided (and still does, throughout
michigan) training and employment to people with disabilities.

While nobody would have mistaken a “frozen dollar” for a genuine one,
enough of the script and scrollwork was copied from actual currency that schwartz’s
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operation attracted unwelcome attention from the secret service, which had already
moved in november to take possession of the printing plates in Kalamazoo. finally,
on december 16, an agent duly showed up at the Great American dream Corp. to
confiscate some $50,000 worth of the satirical notes, which schwartz obligingly car-
ried out to the agent’s car.

seizing the bills did not stop any counterfeiting, and schwartz was not
arrested. But it did mean that the secret service had put a dozen disabled employees
of new Horizons out of work. otherwise, the government’s ham-handed action was
a publicity godsend for the “frozen dollar.”  Harley schwartz’s mutton-chopped
visage appeared in newspapers across the country. the Woodward & lothrop
department store in Washington d.C. managed to acquire a supply of five hundred
notes prior to their seizure, and their new notoriety caused them to sell out rapidly
at 30 cents apiece—nearly a hundredfold markup! nelson Whitman, the longtime
manager of Woodie’s coin department, dismissed the counterfeiting charge. ”there’s
no similarity of these at all to dollars. it’s probably a political maneuver.”  the
nixon dollar “can’t be spent. it’s a novelty is what it is. most people buy it as a con-
versation piece.” 

the michigan democratic party used the incident as an opportunity to
poke fun at the republicans, especially for their reliance upon big-money campaign
donors. “for the republicans, a few gave a lot. for us democrats, we hope a lot are
going to give a little to our party” by exchanging real dollars for satirical ones.
Harley schwartz played his part as the aggrieved victim of government excess. “the
secret service is responsible for protecting money and the president. i don’t know
which they were doing when they raided my company. the irony of it all was that
the bills had been on the street for 90 days before they decided to seize them.”

schwartz exploited his fame while he had it. in mid-January 1972, just a
few days after nixon announced his plans to run for a second term, schwartz and the
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michigan democratic party announced their own second version of the “frozen
dollar”: a new printing of 350,000 two dollar-denominated “phase two” bills, a dig
at the Administration’s term for its economic policies. to head off future visits from
the secret service, schwartz
redesigned those elements of the
first bill that had been copied
from an actual dollar. otherwise,
the wordplay on the second bill
was identical to the first.

michigan democrats
planned to hand out one “phase
two” bills in exchange for each
dollar in contributions.
schwartz sought to capitalize on
the earlier controversy by selling
ten-note packages of the new
bills for one (real) dollar apiece,
with a 50% discount for bulk
purchases.  even at the wholesale
rate of 5 cents a note, schwartz
would have made far more per
note than the 35 cents per hun-
dred he had charged earlier. 

Alas, “phase two” bills were no more successful than nixon’s economic
policies, and the last evidence of schwartz’s activities was a lawsuit filed against the
u.s. Government on June 6, 1973, in the eastern district of michigan by the now-
defunct Great American dream Corp. seeking $250,000 in damages, schwartz
alleged that, by seizing his notes, the authorities acting “out of political malicious-
ness” had deprived him of his free speech rights. the suit went nowhere, given the
secret service’s prevailing hard line against almost any representation of u.s. cur-
rency, no matter what the medium. 

schwartz was not alone in his experience. in september 1973, the unlucky
importer of Japanese coffee mugs emblazoned with a three-dollar bill featuring a
particularly scrofulous portrait of nixon met a similar fate.  defending the integrity
of the currency, secret service agents swooped down upon a san raphael, CA dis-
tributor, seizing and destroying 2,000 of the mugs. Corporate counsel for the dis-
tributor’s parent, General Housewares of Hyannis, mA took a more philosophical
reaction than did schwartz: “i personally don’t think we violated any law, but there
are some things that economically you can’t fight…like the government.”

it wasn’t until 1984, in the case Regan v. Time, Inc. that the supreme Court
loosened on first Amendment grounds some restrictions on reproducing currency.
this was followed in 1992 by passage of the Counterfeit deterrence Act, which
allowed color reproductions in some cases. By then, nixon was long out of office,
but his “frozen dollar” remains as a plentiful reminder of his administration’s eco-
nomic legacy.
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